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Abstract—Switching lattices formed by four-terminal switches are introduced as dense rectangular structures to implement Boolean
logic functions. It is clearly shown in literature by a variety of logic synthesis algorithms including the exact one, realizing logic functions
on lattices with the fewest number of four-terminal switches, as well as the heuristic ones, that switching lattices offer a significant area
advantage in terms of the number of switches over the conventional CMOS implementations. Although the computing potential of
switching lattices has been well justified, the same thing cannot be said for their physical implementation. There have been conceptual
ideas for the technology development of switching lattices, but no concrete and directly applicable technology has been proposed yet.
In this study, we show that switching lattices can be implemented using the CMOS technology. For this purpose, we propose two
different four-terminal switch structures with square and H shaped gates. We construct these two structures in three dimensional
technology computer-aided design (TCAD) environment satisfying the design rules of the TSMC 65nm CMOS process and perform
simulations. Then, we develop Level 3 DC and AC models of these four-terminal switches in LTspice environment using the TCAD
simulation data. As an experiment, we realize logic functions with the developed models using static and dynamic logic solutions.
Experimental results show that the realization of logic functions using switching lattices occupy much less layout area and have
competitive delay and power consumption values when compared to the conventional CMOS implementations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, in order to cope with the limitations of
the conventional CMOS technology, novel architectures and
structures in nanoelectronics have been introduced [2], [3],
[4], [5]. A switching lattice, formed as a two dimensional
network of four-terminal switches, is presented as a regular,
dense, and area-efficient structure for the realization of logic
functions [6]. As shown in Fig. 1(a), a four-terminal switch,
developed especially for the cross-points of nanoarrays, has
one control input x and four terminals. If its control input
has the value 0, all of its terminals are disconnected (OFF).
Otherwise, they are connected (ON). In a switching lattice,
each four-terminal switch is connected to its vertical and
horizontal neighbors. Fig. 1(b) presents a 3× 3 switching
lattice where x1, x2, . . . , x9 denote the control inputs of
switches. The lattice function is formed as the sum of prod-
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ucts of control inputs in each path between the top and bot-
tom plates. Note that a path in a lattice with four-terminal
switches is a sequence of switches connected horizontally
and vertically. Thus, the lattice function evaluates to 1 if
there is a path between the top and bottom plates. Fig. 1(c)
shows the 3 × 3 lattice function f3×3. A lattice function
is unique and does not include any redundant paths. For
example, the path x1x2x5x8 in the 3×3 lattice is dominated
by x2x5x8.

A switching lattice can be used to realize a logic function
by simply finding an appropriate assignment to the control
inputs of switches from the logic function variables and also,
constant logic values 0 and 1. The design complexity of a
lattice is determined as the number of switches, i.e., lattice
size. Thus, the optimization problem is to find an m × n
lattice for the realization of a given logic function such that
there exists an appropriate assignment to the control inputs
of the given lattice and m times n is minimum. Over the
years, many efficient methods have been introduced for this
problem [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14].

To compare different realizations of a logic function,
consider f = abd + abcd + abcd as an example. In a
straight-forward implementation, f can be implemented
in two-level using AND, OR, and NOT gates as shown in
Fig. 2(a). Note that this implementation requires a total of
38 MOS transistors, i.e., two-terminal switches1. However,
the realization of a logic function can be optimized by using

1. In switching theory, a MOS transistor of FETs can be modeled as
a two-terminal switch such that the drain and source terminals of the
transistor denote the two terminals of the switch and the gate terminal
of the transistor corresponds to the control input of the switch.
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Fig. 1. (a) Four-terminal switch; (b) the 3 × 3 four-terminal switching
network; (c) the 3× 3 switching lattice function.
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Fig. 2. Different realizations of f = abd + abcd + abcd: (a) two-level
design; (b) optimized design; (c) switching lattice design.

a synthesis tool. Fig. 2(b) presents an optimized solution
obtained using the Cadence GENUS synthesis tool with the
TSMC 65nm gate library. This optimized realization needs
32 MOS transistors. On the other hand, Fig. 2(c) shows
the solution of JANUS [13] developed for the optimization
of the number of four-terminal switches in a lattice2. It
requires 9 four-terminal switches and 8 MOS transistors for
the inverters needed for the inputs.

This simple example, supported by many other inspiring
examples and results in the literature [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], clearly shows the computing potential
of switching lattices as well as their area efficiency. How-
ever, no concrete and directly applicable technology has
been proposed for the implementation of switching lattices.
In [6], physical formulations of nanowire and magnetic
four-terminal switches are conceptually given, but they lack
details on simulation and fabrication.

In this study, we introduce the implementation of two
different four-terminal switches, namely, square shaped and
H shaped, in a standard CMOS process. They are shown in
Fig 3. We successfully generate layouts of both structures
without any violations in the design rule checking (DRC) of
the 65nm CMOS process. Thus, they are ready for CMOS
fabrication. However, the devices cannot be simulated with
the transistor device models provided by the semiconduc-
tor foundries. To overcome this challenge and to make
comparison with conventional CMOS implementations, we
construct these structures in three dimensional technology
computer-aided design (TCAD) environment and perform
simulations. Then, using the TCAD simulation data, we
develop Level 3 DC and AC models of these four-terminal
switches in LTspice environment. In our model of a four-
terminal switch, we use 6 conventional CMOS transistors
where a transistor is placed between each pair of four termi-

2. Keeping the same order in the products and variables of f3×3 in
Fig. 1(c), the function realized by the lattice can be given as g = cac+
dbd+dba+cabd+dbac+dbba+dbbd+cabba+dbbac. After the application
of Boolean algebra laws, it can be written as g = abd+ abcd+ abcd.
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Fig. 3. Three dimensional structures of the proposed devices behaving
as a four-terminal switch: (a) square shaped; (b) H shaped.

nals. Finally, we realize logic functions with the developed
models using the static pseudo NMOS and footed dynamic
logic solutions. Experimental results show that the real-
izations of logic functions using switching lattices occupy
much less layout area when compared to the conventional
CMOS implementations. This is due to the fact that switch-
ing lattices have dense, regular, and metal-connection-free
layouts. On the other hand, switching lattice realizations
have delay and power consumption values close to those
of the conventional CMOS implementations.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the technology development of four-terminal switches and
switching lattices. Section 3 introduces the modeling of
square and H shaped four-terminal switches using Level 3
model parameters. Realization of logic functions on switch-
ing lattices using static pseudo NMOS logic and footed
dynamic logic is described in Section 4. Section 5 presents
the experimental results and finally, Section 6 concludes the
article.

2 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT OF SWITCHING
LATTICES

In this section, we introduce the developed technology for
the proposed square and H shaped four-terminal switches
with TCAD simulation results. While developing the tech-
nology, we consider three main criteria: i) current-voltage
relationship of terminals should satisfy four-terminal switch
behaviour; ii) a single gate should control all current paths
between terminal pairs; and iii) area and current conducting
capability of devices should be optimized. Since there are
6 possible terminal pairs, computed as C(4, 2), where C
stands for the combinations, we have 6 different current
paths or channels. Note that in a conventional CMOS tran-
sistor, there is a single current path between its source and
drain terminals.

We consider two different types for the realization of a
four-terminal device, i.e., square shaped gate and H shaped
gate, as shown in Fig 3. These structures have been devel-
oped under the requirement for satisfaction of the design
rules in the 65nm CMOS technology. While the square
shaped device is the minimum area solution, the H shaped
device offers more current conducting capability at the cost
of a slightly larger area when compared to the square
shaped device. Note that the square and H shaped devices
are enhancement n-type based on NMOS transistors. Their
p-type versions based on PMOS transistors can also be
generated easily.
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2.1 Design in a CMOS Process
Previously, we introduced two CMOS-compatible four-
terminal switch devices, namely the square-shaped and the
cross-shaped, in [1]. These structures demonstrated that a
four-terminal switch could be built in a CMOS process.
However, CMOS design rules bring some challenges while
building four terminal switches in a CMOS process. The
biggest challenge is due to the gate extension rule. Design
rules mandate the gate electrode to extend beyond the
source and drain regions. The mandatory extension on each
side of the channel is larger than the minimum channel
width. This means that the width of the gate electrode must
be larger than 3 times the minimum channel width for a
minimum sized transistor. For instance, in the 65nm process
used in this study, the minimum transistor channel width is
120nm while the minimum extension 140nm in both sides of
the channel results in 400nm minimum gate electrode width.

A four-terminal switch has four source/drain regions
positioned at 90° angles around the gate. This means that the
transistor channel is along the x direction at the boundary
of two drain/source regions and along y direction at the
boundary of the other two. Each boundary is considered as
a channel width by the design rules. Therefore, gate elec-
trode must have the extensions around all four terminals.
Therefore, gate electrode is significantly large.

If a square shaped switch is designed in a CMOS process
as shown in Figs. 4(a-b), each side of the gate electrode
is equal to channel width plus two gate extension (Gext)
which is at least 400nm in the 65nm process used for
this study. When current flows through any two terminals,
channel width is equal to the drawn channel width which
is the width of the source/drain regions. However, the
effective channel length is equal to the edge of the gate
electrode. The effective width to length ratio of the switch
is W/(W +2Gext). This ratio will always be less than unity.
In the 65nm process, minimum sized switch has an effective
width to length ratio of 120nm/400nm. The resulting con-
ductivity of the equivalent switch channel is less than one
sixth of that in a minimum sized NMOS transistor having
a width to length ratio of 120nm/60nm. If the channel
width is doubled, gate electrode edge becomes 520nm and
effective width to length ratio becomes 240nm/520nm.

This issue is even more problematic in the cross shaped
switch introduced in our previous work [1]. Each arm
of the cross shaped gate electrode must extend beyond
the drain/source regions, meaning that each arm is at
least 400nm wide. The intersection of the two arms is a
400nm× 400nm square. The length of each arm is longer
than 400nm as expected. An L shaped gate must extend at
least 120nm beyond the corner in the given processes. This
rule brings the minimum length of each arm of the cross
shaped gate electrode to 640nm. Once again, the channel
length is equal to the length of each arm of the cross.
Therefore, the width to length ratio of the cross shaped
switch is smaller than that of a square shaped switch.
Since current conducting capability is proportional to width
to length ratio, minimum sized square-shaped switch has
higher current conducting capability. Moreover, it occupies
smaller chip area and it is easier to manufacture when
compared to the cross-shaped one. Hence, we decided not
to further investigate the cross shaped switch in this study.

(a) (c)

(b) (d)

Fig. 4. Layouts in 65nm CMOS process: (a) square shaped four-terminal
switch; (b) 3 × 3 switching lattice with square shaped switches; (c) H
shaped four-terminal switch; (d) 3 × 3 switching lattice with H shaped
switches.

A four-terminal switch with an H shaped gate presented
in Figs. 4(c-d) is introduced in this study as an alternative
to the cross shaped gate. The H shaped gate separates
four diffusion regions acting as drain/source regions. Four
vertical and one horizontal channels are formed between
these four regions. The length of a channel is the thickness
of edges of the H shaped gate. Channel length can be picked
as the minimum channel length allowed by the process, i.e.,
60nm. Yet, the channel width is dictated by the design rules.
Two parallel edges of the H shaped gate have to be 320nm
which makes the width of the horizontal channel 320nm.
Diffusion regions have to extend at least 120nm beyond the
corner of an L shaped gate. Therefore, the vertical edges of
the H shaped gate have to extend 120nm on each side of
the horizontal edge. Total length of a vertical edge is 300nm,
meaning that the four vertical channels have an effective
channel width equal to 150nm.

A switching lattice can be easily built using these
switches by connecting them with shared diffusion regions
without a need of metal contacts. The only metal connection
in the switch structure is the gate contact shown in the
upper right corner of gate. Horizontal and vertical pitch
of both four-terminal switches are dictated by distance
requirements between polysilicon layers.

2.2 Design and Simulation in TCAD
Using the design rules and properties of the 65nm CMOS
process explained above, we construct minimum sized
square and H shaped four-terminal switches in TCAD. The
features of four-terminal devices are summarized in Table 1.
Here, all these values and information agree with the 65nm
CMOS process including gate oxide material and thickness,
as well as doping concentrations.

In TCAD simulations, we use three different simulation
setups: i) obtain the drain source current (Ids)-gate source
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Fig. 5. TCAD results on square shaped device using DSSS: (a) Ids-Vgs with Vds=10mV; (b) Ids-Vgs with Vds=1.2V; (c) Ids-Vds with Vgs=1.2V.
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Fig. 6. TCAD results on H shaped device using DSSS: (a) Ids-Vgs with Vds=10mV; (b) Ids-Vgs with Vds=1.2V; (c) Ids-Vds with Vgs=1.2V.

TABLE 1
Features of four-terminal devices used in TCAD simulations.

Features
Device Type

Square Shaped H Shaped

Width of electrodes (nm) 120 320 and 65

Distance/length between
400 65 and 450

opposing electrodes (nm)
Gate insulator

2.6 2.6
thickness (nm)

Doping profile (cm-3)

Substrate: Substrate:
Boron, 6.5× 1017 Boron, 6.5× 1017

Electrodes: Electrodes:
Phosphorus, 1020 Phosphorus, 1020

Gate insulator material SiO2 SiO2

Electrode material n-type Si n-type Si
Substrate material p-type Si p-type Si

voltage (Vgs) values when the drain-source voltage (Vds) is
10mV; ii) obtain Ids-Vgs values when Vds is 1.2V; iii) obtain
Ids-Vds values when Vgs is 1.2V. For these setups, the source
voltage is always set to 0V.

The configuration of a typical run is based on the ap-
plied voltage and current vectors over the four-terminal
electrodes. If the current is towards device, it is referred
as drain (D). Otherwise, it is called as source (S). We note
that the four-terminal electrodes have fixed locations and
are named as T1, T2, T3, and T4. We explore 16 common
different cases for both four-terminal switches in the sym-
metric and non-symmetric operating conditions where the
terminals are used as drain (D) or source (S) electrodes or
left as floating (F) meaning that a terminal is connected to
nothing. Additionally, the H shaped four-terminal switch

has one more different case. These cases can be given as 1
drain-1 source (DSFF, SFDF, additionally FFDS for H shaped
device), 1 drain-3 sources (DSSS, SDSS, SSDS, SSSD), 2
drain-2 sources (DDSS, SDDS, DSDS, DSSD, SDSD, SSDD)
and 3 drains-1 source (DDDS, SDDD, DDSD, DSDD). As an
example, the DSSS case means that T1 is drain, the other
terminals are source.

Figs. 5 and 6 present the TCAD simulation results show-
ing the transfer and output characteristic curves of each
terminal for the DSSS case on the enhancement type square
and H shaped devices, respectively. In TCAD simulation
results, we observe expected transistor characteristic curves.
Threshold voltages are determined around 0.3V and 0.2V,
and the on and off current ratios are calculated as 222 and
128 for the square and H shaped devices, respectively. While
the maximum current is 281µA for the H shaped device, it
is 91µA for the square shaped device. On the other hand,
the off current of the H shaped device is larger than that of
the square shaped device.

3 MODELING OF SWITCHING LATTICES

In this work, we focus on the modeling of the square and H
shaped devices. In our previous work [1], we used the Level
1 MOSFET equations while modeling the devices proposed
in [1] and extracted the model parameters to be used in
SPICE simulations. However, the performance of the Level
1 MOSFET model was not promising. In this article, we use
the SPICE Level 3 model. The Level 3 model has a semi-
emprical nature and its parameters can be extracted directly.
It is also faster and has less convergence problems than
previous levels. Short channel and narrow channel effects
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TABLE 2
The Level 3 Model Parameter Set.

Parameter Units Description
TOX m Thickness of gate oxide
UO cm2/V.s Zero bias low field mobility
VTO V Threshold voltage
GAMMA V 1/2 Body factor
PHI V Bulk fermi-potential
THETA V −1 Gate field induced mobility reduction parameter
TPG — Type of the gate material
RS ohm Source series resistance
RD ohm Drain series resistance
LD m Lateral diffusion
DELTA — Narrow channel effect on the threshold voltage
NSUB cm−3 Effective substrate doping
XJ m Short channel correction to the substrate sensitivity
VMAX m/s Maximum carrier velocity
ETA — Drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) coefficient
KAPPA V −1 Channel length modulation effect on the drain current
NFS cm−2 Subthreshold region fitting parameter
CGSO F/m Zero bias gate-source capacitance
CGDO F/m Zero bias gate-drain capacitance
CGBO F/m Zero bias gate-bulk capacitance
CJ F/m2 Zero bias junction capacitance
MJ — Bulk junction bottom grading coefficient

are included in the Level 3, introducing new parameters. A
list of SPICE Level 3 model parameters are given in Table 2.

The drain current for Level 3 model can be expressed
in a general form for both the linear and saturation regions
including channel length of modulation as follows:

Ids =
µeffCoxWeff

Leff − L′
×{

(Vgs − Vt)V
′

ds −
V

′

ds

2

2

[
1 +

fs.γ

4(2φf − Vbs)
1
2

+ fn

]}
where V

′

ds = min(Vds, Vdsat) and µeff stands for effective
mobility, Cox is oxide capacitance, Weff and Leff are
respectively effective channel width and length, L

′
is the

distance between pinch-off point and drain terminal, Vgs
is the gate to source voltage, Vds is the drain to source
voltage, Vbs is the bulk to source voltage, Vdsat is the drain
saturation voltage, Vt is the threshold voltage, fs indicates
short channel effects, fn denotes narrow channel effects, γ is
the body effect factor, and 2φf is the surface potential. The
comprehensive details of Level 3 drain-current equation and
all the effects of model parameters can be found in [15].

According to the TCAD simulations, we model the
square and H shaped devices using NMOS transistors as
shown in Fig. 7. Although model configurations are the
same, two different NMOS transistors, called as Type A and
Type B, are used for the square shaped device and three dif-
ferent NMOS transistors, called as Type A, Type B and Type
C, are used for the H shaped device due to their geometries.
We tried to keep transistor sizes minimum considering the
65nm process technology. The device geometries are given
in Table 3.

The proposed devices are modeled using SPICE Level
3 model and its parameters are extracted by fitting the
model curves to TCAD simulation data. For DSSS and
DSDS cases, the output curves generated from TCAD and
LTspice simulations are presented in Fig 8. In DSSS case,
the first terminal (T1) is swept from 0 to 1.2V and other
three terminals are grounded while Vgs is 1.2V. In DSDS
case, the first and third terminals (T1 and T3) are swept
from 0 to 1.2V and other two terminals are grounded while
Vgs is 1.2V. In these configurations, TCAD simulations are

T1

T2

T4T3

Ty
pe

 B

Type B

T1

T2

T4T3

Ty
pe

 B

Type BCCC
C
CT
T

CC

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Models of four-terminal switches using six NMOS transistors:
(a) for square shaped device; (b) for H shaped device.

TABLE 3
Transistor Sizes for Square and H Shaped Devices.

Transistors Square shaped H shaped
W (nm) L(nm) W(nm) L(nm)

Type A 120 285 120 65
Type B 120 400 65 450
Type C — — 320 65

performed and Ids − Vds output curves are obtained for
each terminal. Then, the Level 3 parameters are determined
using our metaheuristics-based optimization algorithm [16]
for each NMOS transistor in the square and H shaped four-
terminal switch models. Finally, the found model param-
eters are included in LTspice and the output curves are
generated. All the parameters determined for the square and
H shaped four-terminal devices are given in Figs. 9 and 10,
respectively. These parameters are extracted in three steps
as follows:

1) TOX and NSUB process parameters are already de-
termined in TCAD designs. When these parameters
are known, GAMMA and PHI can be calculated as
given in [17, eqs. (5.11) and (5.12)].

2) The calculated parameters in Step 1 are taken as con-
stants. All the other DC model parameters are deter-
mined by our metaheuristics-based optimizer [16]
using TCAD experimental data.

3) Level 3 already uses the Meyer’s capacitance
model [18]. We calculate parasitic capacitances,
CGSO and CGDO, using [15, eq. (13.1)] and junc-
tion capacitance, CJ, using [15, eq. (3.37)]. Although
there is no overlap in our TCAD designs, fringing
capacitances are taken into account for CGSO and
CGDO. Normally, CGBO is smaller than CGSO and
CGDO and can be neglected. Circuit simulators may
calculate a model parameter automatically if it is
not given in the model file. Therefore, CGBO is
suggested to be set to zero [15]. MJ ranges between
0.2 and 0.6 for real devices [17] and it is a fitting
parameter that can be determined using the experi-
mental capacitance data. MJ is 0.5 in our models.

4 REALIZATION OF LOGIC FUNCTIONS WITH
SWITCHING LATTICES

After modeling the proposed devices, we focus on test-
ing their capability to realize logic functions by gener-
ating switching lattices using the proposed four-terminal
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Fig. 8. TCAD and modeled LTspice data: (a) I1 current in square shaped for DSSS case; (b) I1 current in square shaped for DSDS case; (c) I3
current in square shaped for DSDS case; (d) I1 current in H shaped for DSSS case; (e) I1 current in H shaped for DSDS case; f) I3 current in H
shaped for DSDS case.

.MODEL TYPE_A NMOS LEVEL  = 3                  

+ TOX    = 2.6E-09             NSUB   = 6.50E+17      GAMMA  = 0.3499         

+ PHI    = 0.9162                VTO    = 0.29                 DELTA  = 0.9744         

+ UO     = 296                     ETA    = 7.45E-04         THETA  = 0.0018          

+ VMAX   = 1.04E+05       KAPPA  = 2.36              RS     = 0  

+ RD     = 0                         NFS    = 2.29E+13         TPG    = 1                 

+ XJ     = 8E-8                     LD     = 0                 

+ CGDO   = 3.80E-10         CGSO   = 3.80E-10       CGBO=0                       

+ CJ     = 2.26E-03              MJ     = 0.5              

.MODEL TYPE_B NMOS LEVEL  = 3                  

+ TOX    = 2.6E-09            NSUB   = 6.5E+17        GAMMA  = 0.3499         

+ PHI    = 0.9162                VTO    = 0.29                DELTA  = 0.9797         

+ UO     = 260                     ETA    = 9.0E-04          THETA  = 0.2457          

+ VMAX   = 5.83E+04       KAPPA  = 5.15             RS     = 0

+ RD     = 0                         NFS    = 2.42E+13        TPG    = 1                 

+ XJ     = 8E-8                     LD     = 0                 

+ CGDO   = 3.80E-10         CGSO   = 3.80E-10      CGBO=0                    

+ CJ     = 2.26E-03              MJ     = 0.5  

Fig. 9. Level 3 parameters of the proposed model for the square shaped
four-terminal switch.

switches. Since the body (bulk) terminal is always
grounded, one of the six terminals is neglected, so the model
has five terminals, i.e., four D/S terminals and one gate
(control) terminal. The behavior of devices is like n-type
switches and the supply voltage is set to 1.2V considering
the device characteristics and 65nm process.

We simulate logic functions using the square and H
shaped four-terminal switches as a pull-down network of a
pseudo NMOS logic and footed dynamic logic [19]. Fig. 11
shows their circuit structures. In this figure, the inputs to
the switching lattices are actually the literals of the logic
function. Although the pseudo NMOS logic implementation
given in Fig. 11(a) is a simple and straightforward solution,
we note that the difference between the best-case and the
worst-case equivalent pull-down resistances can be very
large in these designs. Since the pull-up network is a single
PMOS transistor, which is always on, the PMOS transistor

.MODEL TYPE_A NMOS LEVEL  = 3                  

+ TOX    = 2.6E-9             NSUB   = 6.5E17      GAMMA  = 0.3499         

+ PHI    = 0.9162              VTO    = 0.19            DELTA  = 2.0950         

+ UO     = 349                   ETA    = 4.39E-4       THETA  = 0.1829          

+ VMAX   = 1.74E+5       KAPPA  = 0.1237      RS=0   

+ RD     = 0                       NFS    = 3.5E+12       TPG    = 1                 

+ XJ     = 8.0E-8               LD     = 0                 

+ CGDO   = 3.80E-10      CGSO   = 3.80E-10    CGBO=0                

+ CJ     = 2.26E-3             MJ     = 0.5               

.MODEL TYPE_B NMOS LEVEL  = 3                  

+ TOX    = 2.6E-9             NSUB   = 6.5E17      GAMMA  = 0.3499         

+ PHI    = 0.9162              VTO    = 0.19            DELTA  = 5.8415         

+ UO     = 199                   ETA    = 1.6E-3        THETA  = 0.3         

+ VMAX   = 9.96E+4       KAPPA  = 0.9747     RS = 0  

+ RD     = 0                       NFS    = 4.7E+12      TPG    = 1                 

+ XJ     = 8.0E-8                LD     = 0                 

+ CGDO   = 3.80E-10       CGSO   = 3.80E-10   CGBO=0           

+ CJ     = 2.26E-3              MJ     = 0.5  

.MODEL TYPE_C NMOS LEVEL  = 3                  

+ TOX    = 2.6E-9             NSUB   = 6.5E17      GAMMA  = 0.3499         

+ PHI    = 0.9162              VTO    = 0.17            DELTA  = 8.1861         

+ UO     = 364                   ETA    = 8.46E-4       THETA  = 0.7460         

+ VMAX   = 2.04E+5       KAPPA  = 0.07647    RS=0   

+ RD     = 0                       NFS    = 4.3E+12       TPG    = 1                 

+ XJ     = 8.0E-8               LD     = 0                 

+ CGDO   = 3.80E-10      CGSO   = 3.80E-10    CGBO=0                 

+ CJ     = 2.26E-3             MJ     = 0.5

Fig. 10. Level 3 parameters of the proposed model for the H shaped
four-terminal switch.

needs to be weaker than the worst-case pull-down configu-
ration. Therefore, the low to high propagation delay ends up
being significantly worse than the high to low propagation
delay. If the pull-up transistor is too strong, the output low
voltage level will be too high.

To tackle this propagation delay problem, a dynamic
logic implementation is a viable option. In this case, the pull-
up transistor is pulsed with a clock φ as shown in Fig. 11(b).
The output is evaluated only when the PMOS transistor is
off. Therefore, the output voltage during the precharge is not
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Fig. 11. Circuit structures for the realization of logic functions using
switching lattices: (a) pseudo NMOS; (b) footed dynamic.

a concern. The PMOS transistor in a dynamic logic circuit
can be significantly larger than that in the pseudo NMOS
circuit. Therefore, the low to high propagation delay during
the precharge can be small.

Note also that while an implementation using pseudo
NMOS has a large static power consumption, the use of
footed dynamic logic eliminates this problem.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the design results of logic
functions using CMOS two-terminal switches and also,
the square and H shaped four-terminal switches. For the
two-terminal realizations, we used the Cadence GENUS tool
with the TSMC 65nm digital library, i.e., tcbn65lpbwp12ttc
with the track number 12 and standard threshold volt-
age value, to synthesize a logic function and the Cadence
INNOVUS tool to place and route the design. Throughout
the place and route process, the area, delay, and power
consumption of the design were obtained. For the four-
terminal realizations, initially, we used JANUS [13] to find
the realization of a logic function using a switching lat-
tice. Then, we used the Cadence VIRTUOSO tool with the
TSMC 65nm library to design the switching lattice including
the square and H shaped four-terminal switches. During
the generation of layouts of switching lattices, we did the
placement manually by simply placing the four-terminal
switches to form the lattice. However, the routing can be
rather complicated depending on the function to be im-
plemented [20]. In our case, we could fit the whole metal
routing on the lattice without wasting any peripheral area
for the metal routing. We could also draw all internal
connections of the lattice by the automated routing tool
of Cadence using three metal layers. Throughout the place
and route process, we obtained the area of the design.
Moreover, based on the four-terminal device, i.e., square or
H shaped, and the design architecture, i.e., pseudo NMOS
or footed dynamic logic, we generated the SPICE netlist for
the switching lattice and synthesized it using the sub-circuit
of the square or H shaped four-terminal switch. Finally, we
run LTspice simulations for 10,000 random inputs and as
a result of these simulations, we obtained the worst-case
delay and average power consumption. Although the delay
and power consumption results of two-terminal realizations

TABLE 4
Details of the logic functions.

Instance Function Details JANUS [13]
inputs products degree size switches

5xp1_1 7 11 5 4x6 24
apex4_17 9 12 8 7x7 49
apex4_18 9 14 8 7x8 56
b12_02 8 7 5 4x4 16
ex5_07 8 10 4 3x8 24
ex5_10 6 7 3 3x6 18
ex5_12 8 9 3 3x5 15
ex5_21 8 10 3 3x7 21
misex1_02 7 5 5 5x4 20
mp2d_03 10 5 8 4x6 24
mp2d_04 10 6 9 7x3 21
sao2_01 10 20 10 12x7 84

and those of lattice realizations using the proposed square
and H shaped four-terminal switches are obtained under
different design environments, they are comparable since
all these designs are implemented under the 65nm CMOS
technology.

As an experiment set, we used 12 logic functions taken
from [21]. Table 4 presents the number of inputs, the number
of products, and the maximum number of literals in the
products of the logic function, called degree. This table also
shows the details on the solutions of JANUS [13] in terms
of lattice size and number of four-terminal switches. In the
selection of these logic functions, the aim is to consider
functions with a different number of inputs, products, and
degree and with a different switching lattice realization.
Also, logic functions realized using lattices with the same
number of switches but different row and column values,
e.g., 3× 7 and 7× 3, are chosen to observe their behavior.

Table 5 presents the results of realizations using
two-terminal and four-terminal switches. In this table, area,
delay, and power denote the area in µm2, worst-case delay
in ns, and average power consumption in µW .

Observe from Table 5 that the realization of logic func-
tions using switching lattices leads to nearly 2× area im-
provement when compared to the conventional CMOS
designs. As explained thoroughly in Section 3, switching
lattices with the H shaped four-terminal switches proposed
in this article offer better delay results with a slightly
larger area when compared to those with square shaped
four-terminal switches. Also, the delay results of switching
lattices using footed dynamic logic are better than those
using the pseudo NMOS logic. This is mainly because
when a lattice has a large number of rows, the pull-down
network has too many switches in series in the worst-case.
Therefore, the worst-case pull-down resistance of the lattice
is very large. Moreover, the long pull-down paths have
more parasitic capacitance due to the increased number of
nodes on the paths. Since the pull-up transistor must be
weaker than the worst-case pull-down network, the low to
high propagation delay is very dramatic for large lattices.
Moreover, when the pull-up transistor has to charge inner
node parasitic capacitances as well as the output node,
the low to high propagation delay will be even worse. To
overcome this problem, dynamic logic is used. Its low to
high propagation delays are superior to those of the pseudo
NMOS implementations since the precharge transistors can
be larger than pseudo NMOS transistor. The pull-down
resistance of the lattice is the same in dynamic and pseudo
NMOS implementations. Simulation test benches used to
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TABLE 5
Summary of results of designs implemented using two-terminal and four-terminal switches.

Instance

Designs with Two-Terminal Designs with Four-Terminal Switches
Switches

CMOS - Cadence Pseudo NMOS Footed Dynamic
Square shaped H shaped Square shaped H shaped

area delay power area delay power area delay power area delay power area delay power
5xp1_1 55.35 0.28 0.98 16.23 2.83 9.25 19.93 0.50 29.15 17.41 1.86 0.52 21.21 0.41 0.34
apex4_17 81.32 0.38 1.20 27.58 7.00 5.54 34.90 1.05 19.35 29.05 3.88 0.78 36.51 0.74 0.50
apex4_18 99.01 0.38 1.47 31.12 6.79 5.64 39.39 1.13 20.24 32.71 4.00 0.89 41.12 0.78 0.56
b12_02 31.58 0.25 0.77 11.45 2.59 8.63 14.04 0.48 27.67 12.39 1.84 0.41 15.06 0.40 0.28
ex5_07 42.46 0.32 0.80 17.64 2.14 13.12 21.30 0.59 32.21 19.02 1.33 0.56 22.76 0.34 0.36
ex5_10 20.53 0.23 0.37 13.62 1.32 13.10 16.44 0.50 33.16 14.76 1.07 0.49 17.65 0.30 0.33
ex5_12 24.20 0.20 0.43 11.62 2.23 11.60 14.01 0.53 31.17 12.63 1.35 0.41 15.09 0.32 0.28
ex5_21 38.51 0.30 0.71 15.63 2.31 13.27 18.87 0.52 30.58 16.89 1.15 0.48 20.20 0.32 0.32
misex1_02 22.25 0.22 0.65 13.28 2.70 7.92 16.50 0.53 26.01 14.28 1.94 0.48 17.59 0.46 0.32
mp2d_03 29.91 0.31 0.52 16.23 4.02 6.52 19.93 0.55 27.16 17.41 2.95 0.49 21.21 0.53 0.33
mp2d_04 27.06 0.34 0.43 13.41 4.99 5.09 16.92 0.69 17.23 14.39 3.55 0.44 18.02 0.62 0.31
sao2_01 94.23 0.43 1.22 42.51 10.83 3.05 54.92 1.81 12.11 44.25 7.24 1.01 56.88 1.42 0.64

Average 47.18 0.30 0.80 19.19 4.15 8.56 23.93 0.74 25.50 20.43 2.68 0.58 25.28 0.55 0.38

obtain values in Table 5 allow the input changes only
during the precharge time. All intermediate nodes discharge
during precharge phase, improving the discharge speed.
Considering that while pseudo NMOS implementation of
switching lattices consume static power, the footed dynamic
NMOS implementations do not, their power consumption
values are much smaller than those of the pseudo NMOS
implementations.

In pseudo NMOS structure, we observed that realiza-
tion of logic functions using the proposed H shaped four-
terminal switches have less delay contrary to the cost of
higher power consumption. Since the off current of the H
shaped device is higher than that of the square shaped de-
vice, pull-down resistance of the lattice is lower. Therefore,
average delay of the H shaped device is approximately six
times lower and its power consumption is three times higher
with respect to those in the square shaped device. The use
of footed dynamic logic significantly improves the power
consumption. It is reduced from 25.50µW to 0.38µW for the
H shaped device and from 8.56µW to 0.58µW for the square
shaped device. Moreover, the average delay for logic circuits
are also improved in the footed dynamic logic structures
and it is approximately five times lower for the H shaped
device when compared with the square shaped device.

The proposed implementations with four-terminal
switches reduce the area by almost half and they provide
comparable delay and power performances, especially us-
ing the footed dynamic logic structure when compared
to the conventional CMOS implementations. To summa-
rize, implementing logic functions with the proposed four-
terminal switches has advantages over the conventional
CMOS implementations.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we present the implementations of switching
lattices using the proposed square and H shaped four-
terminal devices and the realizations of logic functions on
these lattices using the pseudo NMOS and footed dynamic
logic structures under the TCAD and LTspice environments.
We show that the implementations using four-terminal
switches occupy significantly smaller area than those of
designs using two-terminal switches. Also, the delay and
power consumption of designs using four-terminal switches

can be reduced significantly using the footed dynamic logic
structure, leading to prominent designs competitive to those
using two-terminal switches.

Our improvement in terms of area over the conventional
CMOS circuits is expected to get better if smaller CMOS
technologies are used. We believe that we can significantly
improve our area gain with under 30nm technologies. The
reason is that the smaller CMOS technology the larger the
interconnection problem which favors the switching lattices
having dense, regular, and metal-connection-free structures.
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